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There are 15 birds in an apple tree.
A squirrel chases 8 away.
How many birds are left in the tree?

answer: ____________________

Name: 

Daily Word Problem

Show your work.

B-4 Basic Addition  
& Subtraction

Single- 
Step
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There are 4 vases with flowers.
Each vase has 3 red flowers and 2 yellow flowers.
How many flowers are there in all?

answer: ____________________

Name: 

Daily Word Problem

Show your work.

B-5 Repeated Addition;
Basic Multiplication

Multi- 
Step
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Name: 

Math Buzz

Daily Math 
Practice

B
091

Grant has 1 one dollar bill, 1 dime, and 5 nickels.  
How much money does Grant have in all?

answer: _______________

Subtract.

99 
–   8 ———

86 
– 43 ———

60 
– 24 ———

Complete the table.Write how many for each.

In Out

92

70

46

79

Rule: Add 9

Write each number in standard form.

one hundred fifty-two  _________

seventy  _________

four hundred thirteen  _________

faces edges vertices
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Name: 
Daily Math 

Practice

Math Buzz
Solve.

Subtract 32 from 65. ___________

Take 4 away from 47. _________

Find the difference  
between 89 and 50. ___________

B
095

Solve each problem.  
Circle the sum that is even. 

The temperature was 31°F 
at night, but during the  
day it was 19° warmer. 
What temperature was  
it during the day?

Circle the object that weighs more. 

answer: __________ °F

6 + 13 = ______

11 + 9 = ______

Number of rows: ___________

Number of columns: ___________

Total: ___________ squares

Write how many.
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Name: 
Daily Math 

Practice

Math Buzz
B

094

How long is the one dollar bill?

_____________________________________ 

How long is the one dollar coin?

_____________________________________ 

How much shorter is the one dollar 
coin than the one dollar bill?

_____________________________________

Add.

Qumir started his homework 
at quarter after 4. What time 
did he start his homework?

Order the numbers from  
least to greatest.

Fill in the missing numbers.

_______ minutes after _______

________   ________   ________ 

OnesTensHundreds

81
+

2
52

   inches

33 3836

15 +        = 19

16 =        + 8
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